
Year 3 and 4 Home Learning  

History Week 4 

Monday 

Lets find out some Historical events during Ancient 

Egyptians times…  

 

What were hieroglyphics? If you have access to the 

internet, please type in .. 

‘What are hieroglyphics for kids’ or ‘What are 

hieroglyphics KS2’ to find out for yourself. 

 

If not, the answer is on the next page… 

  



Hieroglyphs (or Hieroglyphics) are a type of writing which use symbols or pictures 

to stand for sounds and words. The Egyptians, Luwians and Mayan cultures are 

among those who used hieroglyphs. They have also been found in Turkey, Crete, 

United States and Canada. They are thought to have started when pictures were 

used to tell stories on pots and other artwork. Over time they became letters. The 

word hieroglyph comes from the Greek words ἱερός (hierós 'sacred') and γλύφειν 

(glúphein 'to carve' or 'to write'), and was first used to mean the Egyptian 

hieroglyphs. The Greeks who came to Egypt saw the picture letters which were 

often found carved on house walls, tombs, and monuments. 

 

Ancient Egyptians used pictures to make a phonetic alphabet, so that each sound 

could be written with a picture-word, a phonogram or pictograph. For example, a 

zig-zag for water 

 

 

came to mean the letter "n", because the Egyptian word for water started with n. 

This same picture became our letter 'M' in the Latin alphabet, because the Semitic 

word for water started with m, and Semitic workers changed the symbols to fit 

sounds in their own language. In the same way, our Latin letter 'N' came from the 

hieroglyph for snake 

 

 

as the word for "snake" started with n in Semitic. In Egyptian, this picture had 

stood for a sound like English "J" because of their word for snake. Some pictures 

came to represent ideas, and these are known as ideograms. 

The Egyptians used between 700 or 800 pictures, or glyphs. They were written 

from right to left, and from top to bottom. They did not use punctuation. 

History 

Archaeologists believe that the Egyptians began using hieroglyphs about 3300 or 

3200 BC. They were in use for more than 3,500 years. Most Egyptians did not write 

in hieroglyphs, it was only the nobles, priests and government official who used 

them. They were hard to learn and took a long time to write. People stopped using 

hieroglyphs when Christianity took hold in Egypt. Writing in hieroglyphs grew more 

rare with the last known inscription made in 396 BCE. Hieroglyphs, like Japanese or 

Chinese characters, started out as ideographic characters, or writing made of 

pictures. This ancient writing has no vowels: all sounds in the writing are 
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consonants. Of course, they used vowels when they spoke; we have to work out what 

they were 
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The activities are set out into Bronze, Silver (most children do this) and 

Gold (those who want a challenge) 
 

 

 
 

Write them in your book… 

 

 
 



 

 
 

Write them in your book… 

  



 
 



 
 

  



 
 

 
  



 
 

 



  



Can you crack the Hieroglyphics codes? 
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Gold 

 
  



Extra Challenge 

 


